Functional responses from guinea pigs with cochlear implants. II. Changes in electrophysiological and psychophysical measures over time.
This study, the second of a two-part investigation, assessed changes over time in functional measures of the electrically stimulated auditory system following ototoxic deafening. Guinea pigs were trained to respond behaviorally to threshold level acoustic stimuli and then unilaterally deafened and implanted with a bipolar pair of electrodes within the cochlea and a single extracochlear electrode. Using pulsatile stimuli, thresholds for the electrically evoked auditory brainstem response (EABR) and psychophysical detection were repeatedly collected from the same animals over 3-month post-implantation periods. Thresholds were obtained as a function of stimulus phase duration primarily using bipolar intracochlear stimulation. As in earlier studies, the threshold measures exhibited both intra- and intersubject variability. Analysis of group data failed to show any statistically significant changes over time in either EABR or psychophysical threshold at any fixed pulse duration. However, significant changes over time were found in the slopes of the strength-duration functions for both measures. Slopes became shallower with time, suggesting a reduction in the efficiency of stimulus current integration, a trend presumed to occur with neural degeneration. This result suggests that strength-duration functions could be useful as a clinical diagnostic measure.